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Creating a Holistic Musical Classroom
Kim Snow
Research in Music Education 6800, Georgia College
Kimberly.snow@bobcats.gcsu.edu
Introduction
The purpose of this research was to investigate if a holistic
classroom setting would be beneficial to a music classroom. By
meeting students' physical, cognitive, social, and emotional needs,
educators meet the students' learning needs. The research helps
music educators understand that there is a need to create a holistic
environment for students and create this environment for their
learning.

Results
Background from Multiple Perspectives

o
• k Both mental and physical adaptations within the musical
classroom need to occur for musicianship to develop
(Altenmüller, 2016).
o
• k Students need to be nurtured with person-centered elements in
the music curriculum (Pierce, 2012).

Performance Indicators

Research Questions and Methods
o
• k How do I create a holistic atmosphere in my classroom?
o
• k Is it important to create this atmosphere?
o
• k The research methods included peer-reviewed journal articles.

o
• k Allow students opportunities to grow their cognitive development
organically from each other or from sources outside a teacher-led
classroom (Folkestad, 2006).
o
• k Allow students opportunities to grow socially and emotionally by
allowing them time to connect with the teacher and their peers
(Liu, 2020).
o
• k Educate students on the importance of training properly and to
listen to their bodies to prevent injuries later (Altenmüller, 2016)
and (Daykin, 2005)

Strategies

o
k
• Cater to the social need for the student by emitting enthusiasm
for the music and lessons (Pellegrino, 2015).
o
• k Cater to the emotional needs of the students by teaching healthy

Conclusion
A holistic classroom caters to all the learning needs students to
need to succeed. It is the responsibility to create the atmosphere to
teach students to become life-long musicians. By utilizing some of
the recommendations offered by the research conducted, teachers
can cater to the needs and create a safe space for students to
grow into musicians.
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ways of coping with stress (Daykin, 2005).
o
• k Cater to the physical needs of the students by encouraging
healthy habits and proper playing techniques (Daykin and
Altenmuller).
o
• k Cater to the cognitive needs of the students by offering learning
opportunities in both a formal and informal atmosphere
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